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Abstract
The elastic network interpolation (ENI)1 is a computationally efficient and physically realistic method to
generate conformational transition intermediates between two forms of a given protein. However it can be
asked whether these calculated conformations provide good representatives for these intermediates. In this
study, we use ENI to generate conformational transition intermediates between the open form and the closed
forms of adenylate kinase (AK). Based on Cα-only intermediates, we construct atomic intermediates by
grafting all the atoms of known AK structures onto the Cα atoms and then perform CHARMM energy
minimization to remove steric conflicts and optimize these intermediate structures. We compare the energy
profiles for all intermediates from both the CHARMM force-field and from knowledge-based energy
functions. We find that the CHARMM energies can successfully capture the two energy minima representing
the open AK and closed AK forms, while the energies computed from the knowledge-based energy functions
can detect the local energy minimum representing the closed AK form and show some general features of the
transition pathway with a somewhat similar energy profile as the CHARMM energies. The combinatorial
extension (CE) structural alignment2 and the k-means clustering algorithm are then used to show that known
PDB structures closely resemble computed intermediates along the transition pathway.
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Abstract
The elastic network interpolation (ENI)1 is a computationally efficient and physically realistic
method to generate conformational transition intermediates between two forms of a given protein.
However it can be asked whether these calculated conformations provide good representatives for
these intermediates. In this study, we use ENI to generate conformational transition intermediates
between the open form and the closed forms of adenylate kinase (AK). Based on Cα-only
intermediates, we construct atomic intermediates by grafting all the atoms of known AK structures
onto the Cα atoms and then perform CHARMM energy minimization to remove steric conflicts
and optimize these intermediate structures. We compare the energy profiles for all intermediates
from both the CHARMM force-field and from knowledge-based energy functions. We find that
the CHARMM energies can successfully capture the two energy minima representing the open
AK and closed AK forms, while the energies computed from the knowledge-based energy
functions can detect the local energy minimum representing the closed AK form and show some
general features of the transition pathway with a somewhat similar energy profile as the
CHARMM energies. The combinatorial extension (CE) structural alignment2 and the k-means
clustering algorithm are then used to show that known PDB structures closely resemble computed
intermediates along the transition pathway.
Introduction
Proteins are essential biological macromolecules participating in most cellular processes
such as enzyme catalysis3, cell signaling transduction4,5, and structural functions including
cytoskeleton and motor proteins6,7. Many proteins perform their functions through
conformational changes. Simple examples are the enzymes, the most remarkable and highly
specialized proteins, which catalyze various reactions in biological systems8,9. In contrast to
synthetic and organic catalysts, enzymes have an extraordinary catalytic power and usually
have a high degree of specificity for their substrates. In addition to enzymes, there are many
other types of proteins requiring motions to perform their function, such as molecular
motors, receptors, and transport proteins.10
The conformational changes of proteins are so important for biological systems that
scientists have devoted tremendous efforts to study the mechanisms of these phenomena.
Because the conformational transition pathways of proteins are not easy to capture using
experimental methods, computational research in this field is really important and active.
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There are three main computational approaches to study this problem: molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation11-13, normal mode analysis (NMA)14,15 or its simplified versions -
elastic network model (ENM)16-19, and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation20. The MD
simulation is predominant among all the above computational approaches, although it is
computationally expensive and often leads to local minima energy traps. The extensions of
classical MD simulation include targeted MD21, replica-exchange MD22, and
conformational flooding23,24. Recently, the combination of new energy minimization
schemes and MD simulation has been employed to tackle large-scale allosteric
conformational transitions in adenylate kinase25. Although MD simulations for large scale
and long time conformational change are a challenging task, Pontiggia et al. have performed
100ns MD simulation for both the open and the closed form of AK and extensively analyzed
the trajectory of their MD simulation using principal component analysis, structure
clustering and other methods26. These atomic level studies of AK conformational
change25,26 reveal that the enzyme can interconvert between the open and closed
conformation even in the absence of its substrate. Dual Go-like model with two reference
structures was proposed recently to study structural changes of myosin motor from the pre-
power stroke to near-rigor state27. The MC simulation is another popular approach for
studying protein folding pathways20, but more rarely used for analyses of protein motions.
There are several reasons for the relatively rare usage of MC in the researches of
conformational change. MC elementary movements (like crankshaft, reptations, etc. are
somewhat artificial and it was originally developed for computation of ensemble averages
and not for time dependent problems. Conformational space is extremely large, and there are
huge attrition problems for compact structures. Additionally, until recently when Kolinski &
Skolnick developed their TASSER28 and CABS model29 there were no good enough
coase-grained potentials for such simulations.
ENMs are computationally more efficient and therefore are recently becoming widely used
in this field. Recent studies have shown that the low frequency, global motions are of
functional importance in proteins and other biological structures and can be simulated with
ENMs30. A modified ENM, named coarse-grained elastic network interpolation
(ENI)1,31,32, has been developed to efficiently generate the transition pathways by
interpolating uniformly the distance between open and closed conformations of a given
protein. The ENI has been shown its usefulness for studying the functional transitions of
HK97 capsid33 and has been validated by MD simulation of 16S ribosomal RNA34.
Maragakis and Karplus proposed a modification of ENM called the Plastic Network Model
(PNM) to generate conformational pathways between two structural forms of adenylate
kinase35. Recently a mixed elastic network model (MENM) has been proposed by Zheng et.
al36 to study large-scale conformational transitions between two or more structures.
Although coarse-grained ENI greatly reduces the computational cost, detailed information
on side-chain atoms in the structure is inevitably lost. Here we extend the application of the
ENI to generate atomic (instead of the coarse-grained) transition intermediates. This is
realized by assuming that all atoms in each residue move collectively, but small-scale
rearrangements are allowed. We also calculate the energies of all of the generated transition
intermediates by using both the CHARMM energy force-field and knowledge-based
potential functions.
Adenylate kinase (AK) displays an extremely large-scale motion upon binding its substrate
(ATP/AMP) or an inhibitor (AP5A). AK is a monomeric phosphotransferase enzyme that
catalyzes the reactions:
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The structure of AK has three domains: the ATP binding domain - LID, the NMP binding
domain - NMP, and the CORE domain, shown in red, yellow and blue, respectively, in
Figure 1. The substrate of AK induces a large-scale domain motion as can be seen in Figure
1. This type of motion is classified as a hinge motion since it involves relatively large
changes in the main chain torsion angles37.
Methods
Generation of conformational transition intermediates
We use coarse-grained ENI model to generate conformational transition intermediates. Only
Cα atoms are chosen to represent the residues. We generate transition pathway frames
between the open form of AK (4AKE) and its closed form (1AKE). The ENI model was first
developed in 2002 and its details are given in reference31. Here we briefly summarize the
principles of this model. The ENI is based on a coarse-grained elastic network model and
assumes that the optimal intermediates can be found by small changes in the Cα positions
that result from introducing correspondingly small changes in the inter-residual distances31.
The ENI introduces the linking (contact) matrix κ which is the “union” of the connectivity
matrices of the starting and ending structures, defined by the sets of coordinates of atoms
(residues) and denoted as {xi} and {χi} respectively. It is assumed that the element κi,j has
value 1 whenever residues i and j are within the cutoff range in either conformation, and
zero otherwise. The Taylor series expansion of the potential energy is used to obtain the
equation of motion of the protein. A cost function C(δ) defined in Eq. 1 is introduced, which
is the function of atomic displacements , where δi is a vector of
displacements for the i-th residue. Then each intermediate conformation is defined by the
value of δ that minimizes the cost function, when all other parameters are held constant. The
value lij is the targeted distance between residues i and j, modeled as a linear combination of
corresponding distances in the starting and the ending conformation (Eq. 2), and α is a
parameter measuring the extent to which the intermediate conformation has moved away
from the starting structure towards the ending structure. In this study, we set α=0.01, so that
99 intermediate structures were generated.
(1)
(2)
Construction of atomic intermediates
The conformational transition intermediates generated by the ENI provide scaffolds with
coordinates of only Cα atoms. We assume that all other atoms in a given residue move
collectively with the corresponding Cα atom, i.e., all atoms in a residue move like a rigid
body. We superimpose each intermediate structure with the Cα -traces from the starting
structure: 4AKE. Atoms other than Cαs are then grafted from 4AKE to the intermediate
scaffold by using the same translation and rotation as their corresponding Cα atom. The new
atomic structures generated from the Cα scaffolds inevitably have some steric clashes. These
steric clashes can be removed by a local structure rearrangement using CHARMM energy
minimization.
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Energy calculations
We use the CHARMM22 force-field given by Eq. 3 to calculate the energies of all
conformational transition intermediates at the atomistic detail. CHARMM energy
minimization is done using the steepest descent algorithm and the conjugate gradient
method.
(3)
Knowledge-based statistical potentials and gapless threading methods are also employed to
evaluate the free energies of the conformational transition pathways. Four-body contact
potentials, two-body potentials and short-range interaction energies have been derived by us
in the past considering different aspects of protein structures. The four-body contact
potentials represent the cooperative parts of the protein folding process38. The two-body
potentials have been developed using the quasi-chemical approximation with an
approximate estimation of the chain connectivity effects39,40. Short-range interaction
energies allow us to estimate free energies from the statistical distribution of local
conformational descriptors41.
Results
CHARMM energy minimization effects on the structure rearrangement
We construct the all-atom models of intermediates by assuming that all other atoms in a
residue move collectively with their corresponding Cα atom. These atomic intermediates are
optimized further using CHARMM energy minimization. We calculate the RMSDs of Cα
atoms, non-Cα backbone atoms and side chain atoms between each pair of intermediate
structures and find the side chain RMSDs (the average value is 2.09 Å) are larger than the
RMSDs of the Cαs and non-Cα backbone atoms (Fig 2). However, the RMSDs of Cα and
non-Cα backbone atoms are quite similar and the average values of these RMSDs are 0.72 Å
and 0.85 Å respectively. The results shown in Figure 2 indicate that CHARMM energy
minimization causes mostly side chain rearrangements, having less effect on the
displacement of the backbone atoms.
Energy profiles of the conformational transition pathway
The CHARMM-computed energies for all structural intermediates along the pathway are
shown in Figure 3. This pathway was generated for AK using the Elastic Network
Interpolation between the open form (4AKE) and the closed form (1AKE). Because we
assume that all atoms in each residue move collectively with the corresponding Cα atom, we
graft all non-Cα atoms from 4AKE onto all intermediate structures. The energies of all these
atomistically modeled intermediate structures were then minimized with CHARMM, and the
final results are plotted in Fig. 3.
The intermediates in Figure 3. can successfully capture two local minima close to the open
form AK and the closed form AK, and also capture the maximum position near the pathway
index 75, after which the pathway intermediates show a fast decrease of their total
CHARMM-computed energies down to the minimum corresponding to the closed form
(1AKE). The pathway intermediates generated by the ENI can capture two local minima
around the starting and the ending state and allow us to estimate the energy barrier along the
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pathway. The transition barrier (around the pathway index 75) is nearer to the closed form
than to the open form.
We also use knowledge-based statistical potentials based on coarse-grained models of
proteins to evaluate the energies of all these intermediates structures (Fig 4). All results were
calculated using the intermediates with all non-Cα atoms grafted from 4AKE. We used four
different statistical potentials, namely: short-range interaction energies derived by Bahar et.
al 41, two types of Miyazawa-Jernigan (MJ) contact potentials eij 40 and eij'40, and 4-body
potentials derived recently by us38. The MJ two-body contact potentials, eij and eij', are
respectively derived from the assumptions  and . Here i, j,
and 0 represent residue i, residue j and solvent respectively. For instance,  is the statistical
average of the contacts between residue i and j nij. There are more details about the
derivation of these two-body contact potentials in the publication in 1985.39 The two-body
potentials we are using here are from the publication in 1996.40 None of these statistical
potentials capture the local minimum energy around the starting structure 4AKE. However,
the Miyazawa-Jernigan (MJ) two-body potential eij'39,40 detects the energy barrier near the
ending point 1AKE and assigns relatively low energies to intermediates near the ending
point. We combine all these different energies using Eq. 4 after we first standardize all of
them using Eq. 5 to remove the effect of the different scales of energies in the combined
potentials.
(4)
(5)
In Equation 4, short stands for short-range interaction energies, eij and eij' for two different
MJ two-body contact potentials, and 4body for our four-body contact potentials. The
minimal energy region around the pathway indices from 20 to 33 in Figure 4 most likely
represents intermediates with the LID domain closed and the NMP domain open, which is
further supported by the correspondingly low CE RMSD between 1DVR (the semi-closed
form) and the intermediates in this region.
The results in Figure 5 show that the general features of the transition can be captured with
several different potentials. Some of the features present in the atomistically modeled
CHARMM-based transition pathway (Figure 3) are also observed here, particularly the
maximum near the closed form.
Comparison of computational intermediates with experimental structures
We use combinatorial extension (CE) program2 to compare all the transition intermediates
with various experimentally solved structures of AK in the PDB (http://www.pdb.org)
(Figure 6, Figure 7 and supplementary materials). Here we show 7 crystal structures:
2RH5A, 2RH5B, 2RH5C, 1AK2, 1DVRA, 2AK3A, and 1E4YA, in Figure 7 to compare the
computationally generated intermediates with experimentally determined structures. Among
them, 2RH5 is from hyperthermophilic E. coli42,43,44. 2RH5 is an interesting protein
containing 3 chains which are conformational change intermediates of the ligand free AK44.
1AK2, 1DVR, and 2AK3 are semi-closed structures. 1AK2 and 2AK3 are AK isozymes
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existing in mitochondrial intermembrane space and mitochondrial matrix, respectively.
1DVR is the AK homolog from yeast. 1AK2 and 1DVR have the LID domain closed and
the NMP domain open. 2AK3 has the LID domain open but the NPM domain closed. 1E4Y
is AK mutant having 99% sequence identity with 4AKE and 1AKE and is closed form of
AK binding with AP5A.
We use CE structural alignment to find the transition intermediates closest to those PDB
structures. The CE RMSD results usually show that a cluster of consecutive intermediates
has similar CE RMSD, which motivates us to use clustering algorithm to find pathway index
ranges (PI ranges) representing a cluster of consecutive intermediates closest to PDB
structures. Here we use the simplest unsupervised clustering algorithm, the K-means
clustering, to classify transition intermediates into different groups according to the CE
RMSD and the pathway indices. K-means algorithm assigns all data to k groups by
iteratively moving the K-means centers and minimizing the square error function. The
transition intermediates in the cluster having lowest CE RMSD of the K-means center are
chosen as the closest intermediates for a given pathway index range.
2RH5 is the structural homolog of 1AKE and 4AKE having 43% sequence identity. Chains
A, B and C in the ligand-free PDB structure: 2RH5 strikingly have significantly different
conformations mainly caused by hinge-bending, and clearly they are in the order from the
open to the closed form44. The CE structure alignment results in Figure 6 shows that
2RH5A, the chain closest to the open form 4AKE, has the lowest CE RMSD to the pathway
intermediates near the open form AK. The lowest CE RMSD regions for chains B and C
move forwards. For the closed AK homolog having the same sequence as 2RH5, 2RGXA,
the lowest CE RMSD region is located near the closed form 1AKE (see Figure 2 in
supplementary materials). We compared the CE RMSD results in Figure 6 with the data
from Figure 3 of the plastic network model (PNM) paper34, and found that the pathway
intermediates on the closed end of the trajectory generated by ENI are closer to the PDB
structures: 1E4Y, 1ANK and 2ECK than those obtained with the PNM method. The
transition intermediates with pathway indices around 30-60 generated by both ENI and
PNM show similar CE RMSD results to the known PDB structures, such as 2AK2 and
1DVR (see Figure 3 in the supplementary materials for this comparison).
We further use K-means algorithm to identify the transition intermediates having lowest CE
RMSD to the PDB structures by finding the cluster having lowest CE RMSD of K-means
centers (Table 1 and Figure 7). For chain A, B and C of 2RH5, the PI ranges corresponding
to the lowest CE RMSD of K-means centers are 1-12, 13-24, and 22-32, respectively, and
the PI range for 2RGX is 89-99. We can find that these regions actually have lower energies
by referring to Figure 3 here and Figure 1 in supplementary materials. Therefore the
transition intermediates in these PI ranges may reliably represent the stable conformational
change intermediates in the physiological environment.
1AK2 and 2AK3 are adenylate kinase isozymes that have 52% and 44% sequence identity
with 1AKE and 4AKE, respectively. 1DVR is the structure of a mutant adenylate kinase
ligated with an ATP analogue and therefore the LID domain of 1DVR is closed. The
sequence identity of 1DVR with 1AKE and 4AKE is 45%. Our results from structural
alignments using the CE program show that the PDB structure 1AK2 with the LID domain
closed and the NMP domain open has the best structural similarity to the transition
intermediates near the starting points (Figure 2 in supplementary materials). For the other
semi-closed structure 1DVR, our results show that intermediate with PI = 9 has the lowest
RMSD (1.39 Å) and then it reaches plateau between indices 10 and 35 with an average
RMSD 1.6 Å. 2AK3 with the NMP domain closed and the LID domain open is a different
type of semi-closed structure and has the closest structure similarity with intermediates with
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PI 76-80. And the CE RMSDs for them are all 1.59 Å. The PI ranges (Figure 7) for 1AK2,
1DVR and 2AK3 are 1-11, 12-22 and 77-87 respectively. By combining energy profiles
shown earlier (Figures 3 and 5) and the CE RMSD results (Figure 7), we find that PI ranges
usually have lower energies except for 2AK3. These three PDB structures in this group are
all semi-closed conformations, which possibly account for the smaller ratio between the
open and closed populations and may not be accurately explained by the oversimplified two-
state model43,44.
The sequence of the PDB structure 1E4Y in the second group only differs in one residue
from the sequences of 1AKE and 4AKE. This structure is in closed form with both the LID
domain and the NMP domain closed upon binding with AP5A. We also performed CE
structural alignments for other PDB structures with identical sequence or differing by single
residue and found that the results are highly similar to 1E4Y. Therefore we only show the
results for 1E4Y here. 1E4Y have highly similar CE RMSD plot to 1AKE, and both of them
reach their lowest RMSD near the ending point (Figure 2 in supplementary material).
The known PDB structures in Figure 7 are arranged along the transition pathway from the
open form AK to the closed form AK. The CHARMM energies of these structures show that
1AKE (closed) and 4AKE (open) have lower energies than other known PDB structures
corresponding closely to the different ranges of intermediates (see the PI ranges in Figure 7),
which is consistent with the CHARMM energies of all the calculated intermediates (Figure
3, grafted from 4AKE). The k-mean centers RMSDs (Figure 7) inform us about how close
the known PDB structure is to the intermediates (see the PI ranges in Figure 7). 2AK3A is
an exceptional case having a lower CHARMM energy, but corresponding to the range 77-87
of the intermediate pathway, which is in the range of the energy barrier region of the
transition pathway (Figure 3).
Discussion
We use the ENI algorithm31,32 to generate the conformational transition pathways of AK
involving only Cα atoms. By assuming that other atoms in each residue move collectively
with the corresponding Cα atom, we construct fully atomistic models for all transition
intermediates. We find that grafting atoms from the open form (the starting point) provides a
reasonable way to compute the energy profiles. Recent studies have shown that the large-
scale motions in ligand-free AK intrinsically have the preferred direction, which is proved
using both experimental methods (X-ray crystallography, NMR and single molecule FRET)
and computational methods (normal mode analysis and MD44). These results strongly
support the ENI algorithm, which non-randomly generates the conformational transition
pathway by interpolating linearly between the contact maps of the extrema.
Both physics-based empirical potential energy functions and knowledge-based statistical
potential functions have been employed to evaluate the energy profiles of the generated
transition intermediates. Energies computed by using the CHARMM force-field presumably
correctly show two low energy regions near the starting and ending points of the pathway,
and the transition energy barrier located nearer to the end point, which is consistent with a
previous study by Maragakis and Karplus35. The reason for of the failure of the four-body
and the two-body statistical potentials to capture the low energy region near the starting
point may be that the open form is loosely packed with fewer inter-residue interactions
which are required for good performance of four-body and two-body knowledge-based
potentials. Solvent effects might be another important reason for the failure to identify the
local energy minimum around the open form of AK. A recent study shows that solvent
effects are important for the slow motions.45 However, both eij' and four-body contact
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potentials were able to find the intermediates around PI 20-30 corresponding to the PDB
structure 1DVR, 2RH5B and 2RH5C (Figure 4).
Compared with previous studies of the conformational transition in AK, the CE RMSD
values in this study are similar or smaller (for those intermediates on the last half of the
trajectory) than those generated using the PNM35 (see Figure 7 or Figure 3 in the
supplementary materials), and this may indicate that the known protein structures
correspond more closely to intermediates along the transition pathway generated with the
ENI model, especially for the intermediates near the closed form of AK.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
The open and closed forms of AK. The open form (PDB id: 4AKE) is on the left and the
closed form (PDB id: 1AKE) is on the right. The LID domain is shown in red, the NMP
domain in yellow, and the CORE domain in blue. The inhibitor AP5A binding with 1AKE is
not shown here.
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Figure 2.
RMSDs (in Å) of the Cα atoms (crosses), non- Cα backbone atoms (filled circles), and side
chain atoms (filled squares) before and after CHARMM energy minimization for all
transition intermediates generated using ENI model and grafting all other atoms from 4AKE.
Pathway index indicates the extent along the path from open to closed form.
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Figure 3.
CHARMM computed energies of structural intermediates with all non- Cα atoms grafted
from 4AKE. The transition barrier is around pathway index 75, i.e. ¾ the way toward the
closed form.
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Figure 4.
Free energies of conformational transition intermediates evaluated by knowledge-based
statistical potentials a) short-range interaction energies; b) Miyazawa-Jernigan (MJ) two-
body potential: eij'; c) MJ two-body potential: eij; d) four-body potential (SET1)
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Figure 5.
The combination of standardized energies from statistical potentials (computed from Eq. 4).
Short: short-range interaction energies, eij': MJ two-body potentials, 4body: four-body
contact potentials
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Figure 6.
The CE RMSD between all pathway intermediates and the PDB structures. 2RH5 and
2RGXA have same sequence and their sequence identity with 4AKE and 1AKE is 43%. The
closest pathway intermediates are identified by k-means clustering and results are shown in
Table 1. (CE RMSD along the pathway for other known PDB structures shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2 are shown in supplementary materials)
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Figure 7.
The conformational transition pathway represented by PDB structures of AK. The closest
pathway index ranges (PI ranges) and the CE RMSD of the K-means centers corresponding
to each PDB structures shown in Table 1 are listed. 2RH5 is from a hyperthermophilic E.
coli. 1AK2 and 2AK3 are AK isozymes existing in mitochondria. 1DVR is an AK homolog
from yeast. 1E4Y is an AK mutant having 99% sequence identity with 1AKE and 4AKE.
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